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Abstract

It is generally accepted that nformation associated with the creation, conditioning and
packaging of radioactive waste must be maintained for a considerable period of time. During
the retention period not only must the storage media be preserved, but the data must remain

'ble and n a form that can be nterpreted with minimum 'processing'. This will ensure,
as far as practicable, that the nformation accurately represents the i.-iaturc of the waste and its
packaging, that the media employed is suitable for long-term storage and that the storage
conditions provide a stable environment. Careful consideration must be given to the tv e and
form of the retained informatio ad the threats to its continued integrity. United Kingdom
Nirex Limited (Nirex), in association with experts in records media and management, has
undertaken a programme of work to consider the range of media currently available, the
threats to media integrity and the implications of a general move towards 'electronic' records.
The results of this study are eing used to develop an information management system
strategy, capable of retaining data for all future phases of radioactive waste management.

1. Introduction

The creation of records with the express intention of preserving information for the benefit of
future generations has been practised for millenia. Well documented examples include the
Lascaux cave paintings in France (I 7000 years old) and the Dead Sea Scrolls (up to ,000
years old). In these examples it ws not a single factor that enabled these records to urvive,
but rather a particular combination of media, data recording method and environmental
conditions.

Those with a direct interest in establishing systems for the management of radioactive waste
understand the need for preserving certain information for future gnerations that will enable
them to make nformed decisions on the management of radioactive waste. We have at our
disposal today a variety of means for the creation and storage of nformation each ofwhich
have characteristics that may ither help or hinder us in preserving the information for
decades or centuries to come. A callenge currently facing those responsible for radioactive
waste management In the United Kingdom is te identification of a strategy that ensures the
long-term preservation of nft)rniation whilst taking into account rapid technological
development, the improving performance of media, the need for cntinued accessibility and
intelligibility of data and all the associated costs. Before a strategy is defined it is necessary
first to consider wat nformation should be preserved, in what form the nformatio is
presently stored and issues such as security and threats to integrity.

The role of Nrex is to provide the UK with safe, environmentally sound and publicly
acceptable options for the long-term management of radioactive materials. This includes
operational and decommissioning adioactive wastes from nuclear power plants and other
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radioactive wastes from industrial, defence and medical applications. A study of the issues
concerning the preservation of nformation and records relating to radioactive waste was
undertake b Nrex between 2000 and 2002 with a view to providing the basis for discussion
and possible development of a national radioactive waste information management strategy.

2. Information collection and media

The ealth of information relating to the creation of radioactive waste, its processing,
conditioning packaging and interim storage exists in a variety of forms at disparate locations
in the UK. Waste Package information exists essentially as two categories: those data
directly related to the radioactive aste packa-' and; 'supporting and enabling'
infori-nation and data. The first category are to be found in log-books, process log-sheets,
container manufacturing and inspection records and package store records. In simple terms,
these data characterlse the individual waste package. The second category comprises research
and development reports, process drawings, specifications for immobilising materials, results
from nactive packaging trials, and quality system assessment reports. Together, these data
prov'de the sources of infon-nation from which a long-term waste management strategy can be
developed.

Information currently resides on paper, microform, computer diskette, magnetic tape, CD-
ROM and. to a lesser degree DVD-ROM, each of varying standards and specifications. The
majoritv of this information I's stored under controlled and secure conditions, but few records
stora2e facilities are purpose designed or built with the specific intention of preserving
records media. Records management systems are generally in place, but these have been
implemented to meet the immediate nee�s of nuclear facility licence conditions and so little
emphasis has been placed on managing the nformation with a view to ensuring long-term
access] ibility of the data.

3. KeN, issues related to hard-copy and electronic media

Hard-copy records are defined as those on which data can be recorded without the need for
any subsequent processing or conversion, thus making future recovery a simple, single stage,
operation (provided the symbolic nature of the data continues to be understandable). Paper is
the most common hard-copy medium as well as being the least vulnerable to technological
development. It can survive benign neglect for long periods and remain readable without the
need for ancillary equipment.

Experience in the UK suggests that there are few, if any, facility records management systems
where 'permanent' or 'archival' grade paper is regularly used by choice for waste package
records. The use of re-cycled paper is common, but its performance is unpredictable given
that its precise composition is unknown. Clearly, nformation contained on low-quality or re-
cycled paper is likely to be vulnerable oer the long-term. The longevity of any paper record
wI'II be enhanced if the storage conditions are carefully controlled and the 'Ideal' environment
xv IiII vary depending on the need to access the record. Relatively modest temperature and
humIdItv conditions are acceptable if the records are routinely handled. However, lower
temperature and humidity is preferable if access or retrieval is infrequent. Optimum storage
conditions require snificantly lower temperatures. The stability of the environmental
conditions is possibly the most important feature, but additional measures can also be
employed. These may include restricted access, the use of lint-free gloves when handling
records and the elimination of metals and plastics such as staples, paper clips and PVC
covers. all of which have a long-term detrimental effect on the paper.
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Microform (film in all formats) has been a popular medium for many years where large
volumes of data, drawings and diagrams are preserved. Relatively simple technology is
required to produce mcroforms and accessing nformation is straightforward. It is noticeable
that with the increased use of electronic data storage systems its popularity for applications
declined, but continuing improvements to film construction, the ntroduction of laser printing
techniques, combined with its long-term stability and ompetitive cost, suggest that this
medium could have a sgnificant role to play in the future management of waste package
records.

In contrast to hard-copy records, 'electronic' records comprise data that are converted into
either a machine readable analogue or digital form requiring additional processing to make
them intelligible. Electronic ecords range from those that are created and presented
electronically (for example, spreadsheets) to those that undergo some form of secondary
digital processing (for example, electronically scanned hard-copy records).

The past twenty years has seen a significant increase in the use of electronic means for
recording data. The convenience, otential storage capacity and w cost of storage media,
make them an attractive option to paper or microform. Most organisations rely heavil on
computer systems to create records and it is natural that these are used in turn to store the
information quickly and conveniently. It is highly likely that electronic records will continue
to play a key role in the preservation of waste package infori-nation.

Analogue data stored on magnetic disk or tape was the principal storage medium util the
ml 1980's. Much mportant historical nformation, of potential nterest to future waste
custodians, resides o these media. Whilst our nderstanding of the long-term characteristics
of magnetic tape and disk is less well advanced than paper, there is a fairly substantial
knowledge base, and we can ue this to plan an information management strategy. he
development of the first optical disks sa a move away from the elatively error-prone and
delicate magnetic media. At fst sight it appears as though the robustness and seemingly
indestructible nature of optical dsks provides the reliable, long-term storage medium that
would dictate the information system architecture for many years to ome. However, e have
had relatively little experience in their use and possess little understanding of their suitability
for long-term nformation storage.

4. Access to stored information

The relative merits of any of the -aforementioned media types is irrelevant if we do not possess
a reliable means or the recovery of the stored inforl-nation in a form that enables u to
interpret it. We must not lose sight of the principal objective of the nformation Management
System strategy: to provide future gnerations with relevant nformation with which they can
make reasoned decisions concerning anagement of the radioactive waste packages produced
today. Several references ave already been made to the need for 'accessibility' to
information. Accessibility relies on three factors:

• 'Readabilltv' - the ability to recover the data from the medium;
• 'Intelligibility' - the ability to convert te data into something, recognisable to the user;
• 'Usability' - te ability to Interpret the data in such a way that it is meaningful.

These three factors apply equally to any edia, but it may be helpful to Illustrate the
s gificance of each by using an 'electronic record' as an example. Data is stored on a
magnetic disk as a series of binary digits. Firstly we need a 'systern' that reads these digits
and, secondly, converts them into something 'Intelligible', for example a temperature or the
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identity of a radionuclide. To enable these two processes to be successfully carried out it is
necessary to have access to the data context, content and structure - or 'meta-data'. In simple
terrns the meta-data represents the key with which we can 'decode' the raw data and tur it
into a real resource. The meta-data and other supporting information can then be used to
interpret the record. The significance of preserving accurate and appropriate meta-data cannot
be oer emphasised as without it the raw data will be of little value. Preservation of
information is driven by the need to access data in the future. Information storage is merely a
means for enabling future access. It follows, therefore, that an Information Management
System strategy should be driven by data access considerations, rather than a preferred choice
of media.

5. Threats to long-term retention of information

Successful development of a robust information management system will require the
identification of the threats to future accessibility to the infort-nation and the measures
necessary to eliminate or mitigate the risk. These measures could be 'preventative', such as
the installation of a fire detection and suppression system, or 'anticipatory'. An anticipatory
measure pre-empts the effects of an unplanned eent and ensures that a full recovery is

ible. such as the copying of records and transfer to a remote storage facili
possi I Ity.

One of the greatest and most tangible threats to the loss of nfort-nation results from
organisational change. The UK nuclear industry has undergone significant organisational
change in the past and is likely to undergo further changes in the near future as a result of the
current Government consultation of waste management and the formation of a Liabilities
Management Agency. The risk associated with changes to the organisational structure lies in
three areas: firstly. nformation is 'lost' or misplaced during the transfer of responsibilities;
secondly, it is successfully transferred but its significance not recognised; and, thirdly, the
recipient rganisation operates a different management system with which the recorded
information is incompatible.

Another threat, generally associated with electronic media, is loss of data accessibility as a
result of technological advance. 'Low-technology' solutions (for example paper or
microform-based records) are less likely to be affected than 'high-technology' solutions (for
example, digitally-based records). The latter rely heavily on a number of interacting
technologies (both hardware and software) so whilst the 'electronic' solution has many short-
term advantages, it also has great potential for long-term accessibility problems if migration
onto replacement media is not carried out.

The adoption of a particular strategy will raise a unique set of threats and for this reason it is
not possible to define a comprehensive set of generic risks. At an early stage of the strategy
implementation process it will be necessary to create a risk register and to build in both
preventative and anticipatory measures to manage the threats.

6. Development of a long-term information management strategy (IMS)

There are a number of steps in the development of an information management strategy:

• recognition, understanding and widespread agreement of the information to be preserved;
• areement to support a strategy that ensures the continued accessibility of nformation;
• considerafion of the threat of information loss and the creation of a risk register; and
• facllitv-level support for the strategy and adaptation of local systems.
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One of the most challenging aspects when developing a strategy is gaining a common
understanding of what nformation is to be preserved. Agreement should be made at a
national level with a commitment b stakeholder management. including regulators, to
support the agreement and to allocate appropriate resources. It should be recognised that
future information requirements will be somewhat speculative rather than definitive. In view
of this, it is inevitable that a range of 'supporting information' will be required. 'This
information may also form the core of the meta-data required to nterpret the raw data. Data
created during waste packaging ativities is relatively simple to identify and capture, but
defining the supporting information is less straightforward and guidance is necessary to define
the point at which information ceases to become of direct relevance to the packaging ativity.

The INIS implementation strategy must take into account the extensive and diverse rnge of
historical nformation. It may be that significant amounts of information have been created
and stored without serious consideration about how it should be actively managed. The
strategy must therefore consider the need for managing historical nformation and, if
necessary, migrating it onto preferred media ensuring there is no loss of accessibility. Some
historical information may requi .re arly attention and this will result in the need to prioritise
migration.

In the context of the long-term anagement of information, a istinction can be drawn
between two extreme scenarios. The first is represented by orderly and effective preservation
of information, controlled by an effective information management system in which the
technology is tested and the ata migrated as necessary, with accurate and appropriate
metadata being separately maintained. The second scenario is represented by rapid beak
down of the management system (fIndeed it existed), such that there is no migration or data
sampling carried out, and with lited or inaccurate metadata created. The threats that
emerge as a result of these scenarios must be identified and considered early in the process of
developing a strategy.

There is no generic solution or the preservation of waste package information. 'The
Infori-nation Management System ust be based on a sound and accepted strategy that meets
the needs of both present day and future custodians. The full range of stakeholders shoul be
Involved in its development in order for it to be accepted and supported. Media choice is
clearly important, but it Is not citical A well managed system will recognise media lifetime
and prompt mgration as required. Accessibility to the data is the sngle most important factor
and this, ultimately, will drive trategy.
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